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Master of Computer Applications
Workshop
Two Days workshop on Bootstrap and Jquery
15-03-2016
Mr. Rakesh Kumar
MCA 1st Year and 2nd Year
62
Technical Trainer
Technical Trainer, Technetro Noida
1. Basic Knowledge of Bootstrap which use in front-end web development.
2. How JQuery used in the project.
3. Types of framework in Bootstrap
It was an intuitively workshop. Coach begun the workshop with Bootstrap &
JQuery and how it is utilized in web advancement their focal points. He
clarified the preferences and enhancements that it can bring to day by
day lives, and how it'll advantage individuals independent of their branch.
Student got the essential presentation on this like. Bootstrap may be
a capable toolkit
a
collection
of
HTML,
CSS,
and
JavaScript apparatuses for making and building web pages and web
applications. It may be a free and open source venture. The reason of jQuery
is to create it much simpler to use JavaScript on your site. jQuery takes
a part of common errands that require numerous lines of JavaScript code to
achieve, and wraps them into strategies that you simply can call with a single
line of code. jQuery too rearranges a parcel of the complicated things from
JavaScript, like AJAX calls and DOM manipulation.
1. The bootstrap method uses a very different approach to estimate sampling
distributions.
2. Create anonymous functions and closures, and use them to store and
access local data.
3. Create event listeners and callbacks to respond to user-interface and
network events.
4. Apply the jQuery AJAX interfaces and JSON to upload data to a backend web server, and to asynchronously retrieve and display responses.
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